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Abstract
We study energetic electron generation in the characteristic long underdense ion shelf and opaque
plasma wall preplasma profile created by multipicosecond, relativistic intensity laser pulses incident
on solid density targets. In 1D particle-in-cell simulations, high energy electrons originate in the
plasma wall and follow a single-bounce trajectory consisting of initial backward acceleration along
the shelf, bounce in the vacuum past the shelf edge, and strong forward acceleration into the wall.
During the final forward propagation stage, electrons are direct laser accelerated to more than
10 times the vacuum ponderomotive energy (∼ mec
2a2
0
/2) without slipping substantially in the
phase they experience in the incident laser over the full shelf length. With the help of a model
for electron acceleration in counter-propagating laser pulses, we find that this final forward accel-
eration corresponds to a non-stochastic process made possible by the pre-acceleration of electrons
during backward propagation. We further find that pre-acceleration is dominated by direct laser
acceleration in the reflected component of the laser pulse and that this pre-acceleration is in prin-
ciple sufficient to enable the final electron energy to exceed the maximum energy attainable from
stochastic heating.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Laser-plasma interaction (LPI) at relativistic intensities (> 1018 W/cm2) provides an
efficient, compact source of energetic charged particles, neutrons, and radiation useful for
applications in accelerator science [1, 2], imaging [3, 4], laboratory astrophysics [5], and
inertial confinement fusion [6]. Often, the production of accelerated ions [7, 8], neutrons
[9], or high energy X-rays [10, 11] is driven indirectly by the laser through the production
of high energy electrons. Understanding the mechanisms of electron heating via LPI is
therefore crucial for a variety of applications.
In low density plasma, there are several routes for electron heating, including direct laser
acceleration (DLA) [12] and wakefield acceleration [13], capable of producing electrons with
energies of MeV or greater. A laser pulse incident on a solid density plasma reflects from
the surface where the electron density ne ≈ γ0ncr (the critical density ncr = ω
2me/4pie
2 is
adjusted by the relativistic factor γ0 ≈ (1 + a
2
0
)1/2 associated with transverse oscillations in
the laser, which has normalized amplitude a0 = eE0/mecω [14]), producing an electric field
corresponding to a standing wave close to the surface and counter-propagating pulses further
away. Energy gain mechanisms at a sharp laser-solid interface for a laser pulse at normal
incidence include jxB heating [15] and standing wave acceleration [16, 17], and typically
generate peak electron energy near the ponderomotive limit Ep = mec
2(1 + a2
0
/2) and a
slope temperature for the electron energy distribution consistent with the ponderomotive
scaling Tp = [(1 + a
2
0
)1/2 − 1]mec
2 [18].
When the interface between the vacuum and the opaque plasma is not sharp, super-
ponderomotive electron acceleration in excess of tens to hundreds of MeV with a0 < 10 is
possible via a variety of mechanisms [19–21]. In particular, the generation of high energy
electrons in the presence of the counter-propagating incident and reflected laser components
produced by incomplete laser absorption has generated significant interest in stochastic heat-
ing [22, 23] as a source of highly energetic, superponderomotive (γ ≫ 1 + a2
0
/2) electrons in
long scale-length plasma [21, 24, 25].
The development of a large region of low density plasma in front of an opaque target is
virtually unavoidable for relativistically intense pulses with picosecond duration. Picosec-
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ond pulses incident on solid-density targets evolve an initial exponential preplasma density
distribution towards a long, relatively flat subcritical plateau jumping up sharply to overcrit-
ical density [21, 25–27]. The preplasma produced in this way can have a quasi-1D geometry
when the laser spot size is large, as is available from existing high power laser facilities
such as LFEX [28], LMJ-PETAL [29], NIF ARC [30], and OMEGA EP [31]. While higher-
dimensional effects can somewhat alter the electron and ion dynamics, for instance reducing
the reflectively of the opaque plasma surface [27, 32], 1D simulations present a useful plat-
form for developing a conceptual understanding of picosecond laser-solid interaction under
experimentally relevant conditions.
While substantial progress has been made in understanding possible routes to energetic
electron production by picosecond pulses, the electron acceleration process observed in por-
tions of the parameter space remains to be fully explained. Concurrent with the development
of the characteristic preplasma "shelf" and solid density "wall" plasma profile in Reference
[26] was the observation that high energy electrons originate in the wall and follow a tra-
jectory consisting of initial backward propagation along the shelf, followed by reflection to
forward propagation, during which strong DLA occurs. It can be deduced from the de-
phasing rate and the laser work done on the characteristic high energy electrons shown in
Reference [26] (see Section 4 for a demonstration of this analysis) that high energy elec-
trons were accelerated without slipping substantially in the phase they experience in the
forward-propagating component of the laser, which is inconsistent with the high phase slip
characteristic of stochastic heating. While it has been suggested that a sufficient electro-
static potential well in the ion shelf region may serve to "lock" the electron in phase with the
co-propagating laser, enhancing electron energy during in a multi-bounce process [25], the
energy gain observed in Reference [26] occurs with only a single bounce and is substantially
in excess of the well depth (the maximum beam energy produced by this mechanism for a
finite potential well [33]).
The purpose of the present work is to illustrate how the reflected component of the laser
pulse enables non-stochastic electron acceleration to high energy along a single bounce trajec-
tory in the ion shelf-wall density profile characteristic of picosecond laser-solid interactions.
For a0 = 5 and an underdense plasma shelf of 50 µm, we observe electron acceleration via
direct laser acceleration in excess of 75 MeV, more than 10 times the vacuum ponderomotive
limit. It will be shown that the observed high energy forward DLA requires accounting for
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electron energization by the backward-propagating reflected component of the laser pulse
and that this pre-acceleration enables non-stochastic energy gain in excess of what can be
produced by stochastic heating.
2. ELECTRON ACCELERATION MODEL
We model the shelf and wall density profile in 1D using EPOCH paricle-in-cell code [34].
The shelf consists of 50 µm of 5% critical density (0.05ncr) plasma in front of a solid density
plasma wall modeled by 10 times the critical density, as shown conceptually in Figure 1a and
numerically in Figure 1b. The wall extends to the far boundary of the simulation domain,
which is sized such that a light speed object originating at the vacuum boundary of the
simulation and being reflected from the far boundary could not make a second transit of the
wall surface during the simulation. The vacuum boundary is located 100 µm from the shelf
edge. Into this system is introduced a semi-infinite laser pulse with a 100 fs HWHM rise
time. The laser is linearly polarized in y and propagates in the x-direction.The simulation
is allowed to run for 2.2 ps after the peak of the laser pulse hits the solid density plasma.
The resolution of the simulation is 150 cells/µm, which gives 7.5 cells per skin depth
(c/ωpe) in the solid density plasma. The plasma is modeled by 3000 macroparticles per cell
in both the shelf and wall, for both electrons and ions. The ions are singly charged and
treated as immobile.
Using immobile ions allows us to separate the effects related to the shelf and wall density
profile seen in self-consistent simulations from effects related to the time evolution of the ion
profile, such as the initial establishment of the shelf profile. A 1D simulation with immobile
ions may artificially increase the plasma reflectivity at the critical density surface and thereby
may artificially increase the amplitude of the reflected wave compared to 2D simulations
[32]. The energy gain mechanisms we will describe in this work are still conceptually valid
at lower reflectivity and are intended to provide a framework for evaluating energy gain in
higher-dimensional simulations.
We capture the time history of the position, momentum, and other properties of the
individual (macro)electrons extracted from the wall and accelerated over the shelf region.
The collected information includes a diagnostic for the longitudinal and transverse work done
on each particle. It is well-known that the energetic electrons produced by relativistic laser
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pulses interacting with plasma are predominantly forward-directed (momentum |px| ≫ |py|,
i.e. py does not contribute substantially to the energy) despite the laser only doing transverse
work (Wy) in 1D. We therefore use the work diagnostic to separate the contributions to the
forward-directed momentum from the plasma-generated longitudinal electric field (Wx =
−|e|
∫ t
0
dt′vxEx) and the laser electric field (Wy = −|e|
∫ t
0
dt′vyEy).
3. PARTICLE IN CELL SIMULATION RESULTS
We begin by outlining the simulation results we will analyze in greater detail in subsequent
sections. Key features of the simulation setup and electron trajectory are illustrated in
Figure 1a. The incident (forward-propagating) laser pulse reflects from the critical density
surface with minimal absorption, producing a strong (backward-propagating) reflection. The
incident and reflected components of the laser accelerate electrons to high energies in a
characteristic single-bounce trajectory (Figure 1a).
Over the course of the simulation, the laser removes electrons from the immobile ion shelf
and fosters the development of a substantial electrostatic (electron) potential well in the ion
shelf region (Figure 1b). The potential well develops over a few hundred fs and reaches
a depth comparable to the ponderomotive potential. The development of a similarly deep
potential well in picosecond laser-solid interaction has also been observed in simulations with
mobile ions [21, 26].
We further note that the development of a large potential in the vacuum region in Figure
1b indicates that electrons gain substantial energy from non-electrostatic sources during the
backward part of their motion. In 1D, all electron kinetic energy will eventually be converted
into potential energy and even the most energetic electrons can never escape from the ions.
Consequently, the electrostatic potential past the ion shelf provides a rough indication of
the electron energy. From the electrostatic potential of Figure 1b, we surmise that electrons
can gain energy during the backward propagation in excess of 30 MeV.
The bounce trajectory characteristic of the highest energy electrons is shown in Figure
1a and can be summarized as follows. The majority of high energy electrons originate in
the solid density wall and either originate close to the surface or are brought to the surface
by return current. The surface oscillates under the influence of the incident laser pulse
[35, 36] and ejects electrons into the shelf region. Electrons extracted from the oscillating
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FIG. 1: PIC simulation setup and electrostatic potential. (a) Conceptual diagram of
simulation setup and electron acceleration process. High energy electrons are produced in
a characteristic single-bounce trajectory and co-propagate with both the incident and
reflected components of the laser during their motion. (b) Time-averaged electron density
and electrostatic potential relative to the wall surface, with (immobile) ion density.
Electrons gain kinetic energy from the potential well during both forward and backward
propagation. The potential develops in the vacuum region to prevent the escape of high
energy backward-moving electrons.
surface of the solid-density wall are (1) initially accelerated backwards through the preplasma
before being (2) reflected off of the electrostatic potential in the vicinity of the shelf-vacuum
interface and (3) re-accelerated forwards through the ion shelf and re-injected into the solid
density wall.
During Step 1 (backward propagation), electrons gain energy from both the electric field
of the plasma and the reflected component of the laser pulse. The electrons which even-
tually attain high energy are extracted from the oscillating surface of the wall with initial
longitudinal momentum of on average |px|/mc ∼ 8 and propagate backward through the ion
shelf where they are further accelerated by the plasma (longitudinal) and laser (transverse)
electric fields. The work done by the longitudinal electric field, Wx, peaks while the electron
is still in the ion shelf region due to the shape of the electrostatic potential (Figure 1b),
whereas the work done by the transverse electric field, Wy, typically peaks for high energy
electrons when the electron has propagated somewhat into the vacuum region. There is no
apparent correlation between the maximum backward Wy and the maximum backward Wx.
We probe the correlation between acceleration during backward propagation and the
electron’s final (forward-propagating) energy by binning electrons by their final energy and
6
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FIG. 2: Work done on backward-moving electrons and comparison of backward- and
forward-moving energy spectra. (a) Work done during backward propagation by
longitudinal (x, plasma) and transverse (y, laser) electric field components, evaluated at
the time when the work is maximum for each field component and binned by the electron’s
final (forward-moving) energy. The maximum backward longitudinal work Wx is very close
to energy with which the electrons are initially extracted from the oscillating wall surface
plus the average depth of the electrostatic potential well (red dash-dotted line). The
maximum backward work done by the laser Wy exceeds the maximum backward Wx and
on average electrons with higher final (forward) energy have higher maximum backward
Wy, but the same maximum backward Wx. (b) Comparison of backward- and
forward-moving electron energy spectra, evaluated at the end of the simulation.
averaging the maximum backward Wx and Wy of electrons in each final energy bin. The
result is shown in Figure 2a. The maximum work done by the longitudinal electric field
during backward propagation is (on average) approximately equal to the energy with which
the electron is initially extracted from the wall surface plus the depth of the time-averaged
electrostatic potential well. No correlation is seen between the electron’s final energy and
the maximum work done by the longitudinal electric field during backward propagation. In
contrast, the maximum work done by the laser field during backward propagation substan-
tially exceeds the maximum work done by the longitudinal field on average and higher final
(forward-moving) energy is seen to be associated with higher backward DLA energy gain.
Like the backward acceleration stage, the forward electron acceleration of Step 3 is also
strongly DLA-dominated. A net energy accounting for the electrons (Figure 3a) reveals the
longitudinal electric field contributes on average less than 20% of the final electron energy.
In fact, the longitudinal electric field does net negative work for a substantial fraction of the
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FIG. 3: Work done on electrons by the the longitudinal (x, plasma) and transverse (y,
laser) electric field components, evaluated at the final time the electron is in the shelf
region. (a) Electron energy spectrum and average work, binned by energy. The work done
by the laser (Wy, the visible portion of the dark blue bar) clearly dominates the work done
by the longitudinal electric field (Wx, light green) for high energy electrons. (b) Spectral
distribution of the work done by the laser field. Almost all electrons above 50 MeV have
Wx < Wy and a substantial number have Wx < 0.
high energy electrons (Figure 3b).
Although DLA dominates the energy gain for both-backward and forward-propagating
electrons, the magnitude and character of the energy gain is different in Steps 1 and 3. The
backward-propagating electron spectrum (Figure 2b) is characterized by lower slope at high
energy (which can be interpreted as lower effective temperature) and lower cutoff energy
than the forward-propagating spectrum.
In addition, we observe that the highest energy forward-directed electrons are consistently
accelerated while remaining within one laser period of the initial phase they experience in
the forward-propagating component of the laser pulse, whereas the backward acceleration
process involves phase slip of at least several laser periods in the reflected part of the pulse.
The characteristic high energy electron trajectory shown in Figure 4 exemplifies the dif-
ference between backward and motion. During backward propagation, this electron slips
approximately four periods in phase in the reflected pulse, accompanied by alternating and
sometimes rapid cycles of DLA energy gain and loss, while during forward propagation, the
electron is accelerated by DLA with a phase slip of less than one period in the forward-
propagating pulse.
The observation that the highest energy electrons experience a phase slip of less than one
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FIG. 4: Representative high energy electron trajectory from PIC simulation with (top) the
work done on the electron by the laser electric field and (bottom) the phase slip the
electron experiences in the co-propagating laser. During backward motion, electrons slip
by several periods in phase and undergo rapid energy gain and loss. During forward
motion, high energy electrons slip by less than one laser period and typically gain more
energy from the laser field than during backward motion.
laser period during the final forward acceleration stage is a key finding of this work. The
following section will serve to explain and further elucidate this finding.
4. ESTIMATED PRE-ACCELERATION REQUIRED TO PREVENT PHASE SLIP
We observed in the previous section that during the final acceleration stage, electrons
are accelerated to high energy by DLA while slipping by less than one period in the phase
they experience in the forward-propagating component of the laser pulse. The purpose of
this section is to estimate the conditions under which the electron slips by less than one
period in the forward-propagating laser over the shelf length xs, in the presence of the
counter-propagating reflected laser.
In a single laser pulse, there are two well-known integrals of motion that simplify anal-
ysis [12, 37]. However, in counter-propagating pulses, one of these quantities is no longer
conserved and it becomes more complicated to glean conceptual insight from the equations
of motion. While we will solve the equations of motion for electrons in counter-propagating
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pulses in Section 6, in this section we will work from an estimate of the phase slip to develop
approximate constraints on the initial momentum required to reproduce acceleration with
minimal slip and to illustrate the effect of the reflected laser pulse.
The rate of phase slip of an electron relative to the forward-propagating (+x-directed)
laser is given by
dξ
dx
=
dt
dx
dξ
dt
= k
γmvφ − px
px
, (4.1)
where ξ = k(vφt−x) is the current laser phase at the electron location, k = 2pi/λ where λ is
the laser wavelength, p is the electron momentum, m is the electron mass, c is the speed of
light, and vφ is the phase velocity. Here we constrain the analysis to phase slip of less than
one laser period, i.e. ∆ξ < 2pi.
Although px and py are in general not constant over the course of the electron motion, we
may be able to constrain the phase slip by integrating Equation 4.1 with suitable constant
values for px and py. We specifically consider the case when the electron is injected into an
accelerating phase of the forward-propagating laser at end of the particle bounce (Step 2 in
Figure 1a) to match the energy gain process for the highest energy electrons. As the electron
is accelerated, the forward momentum px increases and the rate of phase slip decreases. At
the same time, the backward-propagating laser modulates py, which changes the dephasing
rate (γmvφ − px)/mc (the denominator of Equation 4.1). Evaluating Equation 4.1 with the
initial forward momentum px,0 and a value for the transverse momentum characteristic of
oscillation in the reflected laser py,c = constant slightly overestimates the rate of phase slip
and is equivalent to assuming the laser does not substantially change the electron momentum
(as would be the case when a0 ≪ 1). The requirement on px,0 we obtain from this analysis
is therefore also an overestimate.
We will further simply the analysis here, and in the rest of this work by neglecting the
deviation of the phase velocity from the speed of light. We now demonstrate that the phase
velocity is sufficiently close to the speed of light that it is appropriate to take vφ = c for the
purposes of our analysis.
First, we estimate the error introduced in the phase slip estimate from Equation 4.1
by taking vφ = c to determine the maximum phase velocity we can reasonably neglect.
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Integrating Equation 4.1 with px = px,0 and py = py,c over a distance ∆x gives
∆ξvφ =
γmvφ − px,0
px,0
k∆x (4.2)
∆ξc =
γmc− px,0
px,0
k∆x. (4.3)
where ∆ξvφ is our estimate for the phase slip for arbitrary vφ and ∆ξc uses vφ = c. The
relative error in the phase slip produced by neglecting the phase velocity is
∆ξvφ −∆ξc
∆ξvφ
=
vφ − c
vφ − vx
, (4.4)
where vx is the electron velocity in the x-direction. Our analysis relies on capturing whether
a high energy electron has slipped from the accelerating to the decelerating phase in the
forward-propagating laser over a total phase slip of less than one period, i.e.
∆ξvφ −∆ξc . pi (4.5)
∆ξvφ . 2pi. (4.6)
Based on Equation 4.4, we will be able to differentiate accelerating vs decelerating phase for
high energy electrons provided vφ − c . c− vx, i.e. the phase velocity is closer to the speed
of light than the particle’s forward velocity. For electrons up to γ ∼ 100, we can safely take
vφ = c for vφ/c− 1 . 10
−3.
Next, we estimate the phase velocity of the forward-propagating laser in the PIC sim-
ulation, which may differ substantially from cold neutral plasma estimates. Established
graphical methods for directly measuring the phase velocity in PIC simulation [38, 39] are
challenging to apply and interpret in the presence of interference patterns, such as results
from the strong laser reflection in our simulation. Instead, we constrain the phase velocity
by examining the laser work (Wy) done on high energy electrons as they slip in phase.
The basis of this approach is that an electron injected into an initially accelerating phase
in the forward-propagating laser will reach a maximum energy and then begin to decelerate
once the electron slips in phase by 1/2 period. Whether a transition from acceleration to
deceleration is visible in Wy for a high energy electron indicates whether the electron slips
by more or less than 1/2 laser period. We can simultaneously calculate the phase slip based
on the particle position and time and determine whether it agrees with Wy.
For convenience, the following analysis is based on the electron trajectory of Figure 4,
though other electron trajectories from the simulation may serve to more tightly constrain
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vφ. We see based onWy that this electron does not experience a transition from accelerating
to decelerating phase, therefore we consider the actual phase slip ∆ξactual to be less than 0.5
laser period. Simultaneously, we calculate the phase slip over the course of the acceleration
(starting from x = −5 µm in Figure 4) to be ∼ 0.15 laser period, occurring over a time of
∼ 55 laser cycles. The maximum error in phase is thus ∼ 0.35 laser period. Neglecting vφ
produces an error in the calculated phase of
ξactual − ξcalculated = k(vφ − c)t . 2.2. (4.7)
Solving for the phase velocity gives us vφ/c− 1 < 6× 10
−3. On the basis of this calculation
and the good agreement between calculated phase and Wy seen for the electrons (Figure 4,
and others), we therefore consider it suitable to neglect the difference between the phase
velocity and the speed of light for the remainder of this work.
We now complete our estimate for the phase slip. We solve Equation 4.3 for the initial
momentum px,0 required for a phase slip of less than one period (∆ξ < 2pi) over the shelf
length xs. The resulting requirement on the forward momentum is
px,0
mc
>
xs/λ√
2xs/λ+ 1
√
1 + p2y,c/m
2c2. (4.8)
Assuming xs/λ ≫ 1, we must have px,0 ≫ py,c for the electron to maintain phase, and
therefore it is appropriate to treat Equation 4.8 as a requirement on the initial electron
energy, i.e. the required pre-acceleration. Simplifying Equation 4.8 for xs/λ ≫ 1 gives the
pre-acceleration requirement
γ &
√
xs
2λ
√
1 + p2y,c/m
2c2. (4.9)
The reflected component of the laser pulse introduces a characteristic oscillating trans-
verse momentum on the order of py,c/mc ∼ a0 (assuming the normalized vector potential
a ∼ a0 for the reflected pulse), which we now incorporate into Equation 4.9, further assuming
a0 ≫ 1. The required pre-acceleration is thus approximately
γ &
√
xs
2λ
a0. (4.10)
For a 50 µm shelf with a0 = 5, the pre-acceleration requirement is therefore γ & 25.
We now compare the approximate pre-acceleration requirement for counter-propagating
pulses given above to the requirement we obtain by solving the full equations of motion
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for an electron in a single laser pulse (the solution of the full equations of motion with
counter-propagating pulses is the subject of Section 6). Accounting for only the forward
component of the laser pulse, we find that an electron starting with py,c = 0 in a single laser
pulse must have px,0/mc & 2 in order to slip in phase by less than one laser period over the
50 µm shelf. This corresponds to an initial rate of phase slip dξ/dx ∼ k/8. If, including
the reflected laser pulse (i.e. taking py,c/mc ∼ a0), we wanted to achieve the same initial
rate of phase slip as the single pulse case, it would instead require an initial momentum of
px,0/mc & 14. This is in fairly good agreement with the pre-acceleration estimate γ & 25
given above. Both this and the previous analysis indicate that the transverse kick associated
with the reflected component of the laser increases the rate at which electrons slip phase in
the forward-propagating laser and results in a more stringent pre-acceleration requirement
than the single pulse case.
As a final note, our pre-acceleration estimates require the initial electron energy to be
superponderomotive (γ > 1 + a2
0
/2) in the presence of the reflected pulse for the electron
to maintain phase with the forward-propagating laser over the shelf distance. This high
pre-acceleration requirement for DLA without phase slip is a feature of environments with
laser reflection. We see that the electron must be pre-accelerated to γ & 25 prior to the
final forward acceleration to achieve the energy gain without phase slip we observe in the
1D PIC simulation. The following section will address the origins of this pre-acceleration.
5. ORIGINS OF PRE-ACCELERATION FOR BOUNCING ELECTRONS
We now investigate sources of electron energy gain in the 1D PIC simulation to identify
the origin of the pre-acceleration that enables the final high energy DLA stage. For the
majority of electrons, the bounce in the electrostatic potential (Step 2 in Figure 1a) serves
to reflect the electron’s longitudinal momentum without substantially changing the elec-
tron energy. Therefore, we look for pre-acceleration along the entirety of the characteristic
electron trajectory shown schematically in Figure 1a.
The majority of high energy-electrons originate in the solid density plasma wall. Electrons
leaving this surface have momentum on the order of |px|/mc ∼ 8 ∼ a0 due oscillations of
the surface driven by the incident (a0 = 5) laser pulse [35, 36]. Once extracted, electrons
move backwards through the shelf region (Step 1 in Figure 1a) where they experience the
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electrostatic potential well and the counter-propagating incident and reflected parts of the
laser pulse.
The electrostatic potential well has a maximum depth |e|∆Φ/mc2 ≈ 15 ∼ a2
0
/2 (Figure
1b). The kinetic energy gain associated with an electron entering the well region occurs
during both the forward and backward propagating parts of the electron trajectory – if it
provides sufficient pre-acceleration to prevent slip phase in the forward-propagating pulse
(which we estimated as γ & 25 in the previous section), then it is also sufficient to prevent
phase slip in the backward-propagating pulse. The maximum backward work done on elec-
trons by the longitudinal electric field Wx,max/mc
2 ∼ 23 (Figure 2a) is in good agreement
with the energy with which electrons are ejected from the wall surface plus the well depth
and is comparable to our pre-acceleration estimate.
However, in the PIC simulation electrons slip in phase by several laser periods in the
reflected laser pulse during backward propagation, which indicates the average electrostatic
potential alone does not provide sufficient pre-acceleration. We reconcile this apparent
contradiction by remarking that our pre-acceleration estimate assumed the longitudinal
momentum remains greater than or equal to its initial value over the whole shelf length, i.e.
|px| ≥ |px,0|, which is not true for the acceleration provided by the potential well. The flat
portion of the potential well where electrons maintainWx ≈Wx,max only extends over about
half the shelf length. Outside of this region, |px| is reduced from its maximum value and the
rate at which an electron slips phase as it travels in x (Equation 4.1) is increased. In our
regime of large pre-acceleration with moderate transverse kick (p2x ≫ p
2
y ≫ 1), the rate of
phase slip with propagation distance from Equation 4.1 is approximately dξ/dx ∼ kp2y/2p
2
x,
which depends sensitively on px. The total phase slip over the shelf length is therefore
dominated by the half of the shelf where |px| < |px,max|, i.e. the portion which is not covered
by the flat part of the potential well. We see that considering only the maximum depth
of the potential well overstates its ability to reduce phase slip between electrons and the
co-propagating laser. In our simulation, the potential well is insufficient to prevent the
multi-period phase slip observed during backward propagation and we conclude that there
must be an additional source of pre-acceleration to accomplish the observed final forward
acceleration with minimal phase slip.
It has been proposed that the time evolution of the electrostatic potential during the
bounce may provide additional electron energy gain [40]. Most of the high energy electrons
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in our PIC simulation either gain or lose some net energy from the longitudinal electric field
during their single-bounce trajectories (as shown in Figures 3a and 3b), which is of course
attributable to time dependence of the longitudinal electric field. However, the difference
between the longitudinal work done on electrons during the backward motion (which, as
per the above, is inadequate to prevent phase slip) and the forward motion typically only
becomes evident after the bounce is complete and the electron has already attained high
energy. The difference in the longitudinal work Wx between the two transits of high energy
electrons past x = 10 µm (where the electrostatic potential becomes fairly flat and the
bounce can be considered complete, see Figure 1b), Wx,2−Wx,1, is usually less than 5 MeV,
and is far lower than the time-averaged electrostatic potential at the bounce location. As an
example, the characteristic electron from Figure 4 has (Wx,2−Wx,1) ≈ 3MeV and bounces at
a location where the time-averaged electrostatic potential is −|e|Φ ≈ 15 MeV. We conclude
that the time evolution of the electrostatic potential is therefore not the primary source of
electron pre-acceleration.
Another potential source of energy gain is multi-bounce stochastic acceleration in the
well with (only) the forward-propagating part of the laser pulse, akin to the semi-infinite
partial-well case in Reference [33]. As stated in Reference [33], the maximum kinetic energy
in the well associated with this acceleration mechanism is twice the well depth, which could
in principle allow electrons to maintain sufficient forward momentum over the whole shelf
length to prevent phase slip. However, high energy electrons exhibiting a multi-bounce
trajectory are rare in our PIC simulation and we conclude that this is not the pre-acceleration
mechanism for the majority of electrons.
Backward-propagating electrons can also be accelerated by the reflected component of the
laser. The work diagnostic indicates that high energy electrons receive substantial energy
from the laser field during the backward part of the propagation (as shown in Figures 2a and
4), which can be understood as DLA driven by the reflected part of the laser pulse. Electrons
undergoing backward DLA slip by several laser periods in phase in the in the reflected part
of the laser over the shelf length and there is no correlation between the maximum back-
ward DLA energy gain and the maximum backward work done by the longitudinal electric
field. The energy gain from backward DLA can be in excess of 30 MeV and surpasses the
energy gain from the longitudinal electric field on average for high energy electrons. Fur-
thermore, electrons with higher final (forward-propagating) energy have on average higher
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pre-acceleration by backward DLA, but no significant difference in the pre-acceleration from
the longitudinal electric field (Figure 2a). Therefore, we conclude that backward DLA is the
primary contributor of the pre-acceleration that enables electrons to maintain phase with
the laser during the final forward acceleration.
As a final note on the energy gain, electrons may also gain (or lose) energy stochastically
from the laser near the bounce point (during Step 2 in Figure 1a). However, we observe
that electrons only gain energy stochastically in the weak fields far from the edge of the
plasma shelf. The electrons which escape deep into the vacuum access a region where
the electrostatic potential is large (Figure 1b), i.e. these electrons have already gained
substantial energy from another source. Therefore, for the purposes of this work, we conclude
that backward DLA is the primary source of the pre-acceleration that enables the final
forward electron acceleration to occur with minimal phase slip.
6. ELECTRON ACCELERATION IN COUNTER-PROPAGATING LASER PULSES
We have seen starting from the simple estimate given in Section 4 that pre-acceleration
is key to limit phase slip relative to the co-propagating laser pulse in DLA and we have just
demonstrated in Section 5 that the pre-acceleration enabling the final forward acceleration
to occur without substantial phase slip is achieved through backward DLA driven by the
reflected pulse. We have also shown that the backward acceleration involves phase slip of
several laser periods and produces lower electron energy (e.g. as seen in the electron energy
spectra of Figure 2b) than the forward acceleration process driven by the incident laser pulse
in which electrons slip in phase by less than one laser period. We will now present a model
supporting our estimates and observations and will use this to further elucidate the PIC
simulation results.
The equations of motion of an electron in counter-propagating linearly y-polarized laser
pulses in vacuum are (in 1D)
dx
dt
=
px
γm
dpx
dt
= −|e|Ex −
|e|py
γmc
Bz
dpy
dt
= −|e|Ey +
|e|px
γmc
Bz.
(6.1)
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where the choice of y-polarization has specified Ez = By = 0, and we have taken Bx = 0
and pz = 0 for consistency with our PIC simulation setup. We then separate Ey and Bz
associated with the laser field into separate +x- and −x-directed components, denoted with
subscripts 1 and 2, respectively.
We relate Bz,1,2 to Ey,1,2 via Maxwell’s equations by allowing the laser propagation to
correspond to vacuum (i.e. setting the phase velocity equal to the speed of light, as per the
analysis in Section 4), and express them in terms of the normalized vector potential a1,2,
with a1,2 = a1,2yˆ. We take a1 and a2 to be functions of t− x/c and t+ x/c for the +x- and
−x-directed pulses, respectively and define a1,2 by
Ey,1,2 = −
mc
|e|
d
dt
a1,2
Bz,1,2 =
mc
|e|
d
dx
a1,2.
(6.2)
Substituting these expressions in Equation 6.1, we readily obtain an integral of the motion
(as per [37])
d
dt
( py
mc
− a1 − a2
)
= 0. (6.3)
To isolate the effects of direct laser acceleration with counter-propagating pulses, we take
Ex = 0 in the following analysis. In a single +x-directed laser pulse, there is an additional
integral of the motion given by d(γ−px/mc)/dt = 0 (as per [12]), which produces a constant
dephasing rate. In counter-propagating pulses, this integral of the motion is no longer valid.
Combining Equations 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, the equations of motion for an electron in this
system are
dx
dt
=
px
γm
dpx
dt
=
py
γ
(
da1
d (t− x/c)
−
da2
d (t + x/c)
)
py = py,0 + a1mc+ a2mc− a1,0mc− a2,0mc
a1,2 = a0 sin (ck [t∓ x/c] + φ1,2) .
(6.4)
The electron is injected into the counter-propagating pulses at x = 0, t = 0 with a starting
phase in each laser pulse given by φ1,2. We take the initial longitudinal momentum px,0 ≥ 0
to probe the importance of pre-acceleration. The processes discussed in the previous section
that generate pre-acceleration prior to the forward motion occur over a time scale that is long
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compared to the laser period, so we also allow for an initial py,0 to represent the modulation of
the transverse momentum by the counter-propagating laser pulses during pre-acceleration.
Although we take px,0 ≥ 0 in the following analysis, the symmetry of Equations 6.4 as
(x,p) → (−x,−p) (with suitable modification of the initial laser phases) ensures we also
cover the case of pre-acceleration during backward propagation. In the backward case, we
consider a range of initial px,0 and py,0 to represent the initial extraction of the electron from
the surface and partial acceleration by the electrostatic potential (see the previous section
for why it is unrepresentative to consider acceleration by the whole depth of the potential
well).
The electron position and momentum are evolved according to Equations 6.4 for a time
of 200 laser periods using MATLAB’s ode113 solver with relative error tolerance of 10−13.
We find that certain initial conditions lead to stochastic motion of the electron (e.g. Figures
5a and 5b), while others produce motion which appears regular (e.g. Figure 5c). Stochastic
electron trajectories are difficult to compute exactly and it was not possible to achieve
convergence for some of the initial conditions leading to stochastic motion. The intent of
modeling stochastic motion in this work is not to present exact trajectories, but to obtain
characteristic values for the maximum γ-factor of electrons and the amount the electron
slips in phase in each laser pulse over the shelf length. For the purposes of the subsequent
analysis, we have verified that the solver preserves key physical features of electron motion
in counter-propagating pulses. Over our range of initial conditions, the solver is converged
for the regular trajectories, exhibits the phase space filling behavior needed to capture the
maximum γ-factor and the rapid divergence of neighboring trajectories in the stochastic
regime, and preserves the phase-space separation between stochastic and regular motion we
expect on the basis of Poincaré surface of section plots (as shown, e.g. in [22]).
We now clarify what we mean by stochastic versus regular motion in the context of our
model and compare this to the usual picture presented in work on stochastic heating. Past
treatments of stochastic heating have typically been based on conditions where electrons
interact with the counter-propagating electromagnetic waves over a sufficiently long time
that electrons accumulate hundreds to thousands of laser periods worth of phase slip (for
example [21, 41, 42]), which are akin to the conditions under which the theoretical analysis
of stochastic systems are performed, e.g. evolving motion for hundreds to thousands of laser
cycles to collect a Poincaré surface of section plot. What matters in our work is not whether
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FIG. 5: Example stochastic and regular electron trajectories for initial longitudinal
momentum px,0 = 10 and transverse momentum py,0 = 5. The two trajectories in each
figure were obtained by fixing the initial phase in one pulse (φ1) and varying the other (φ2)
by 0.05pi. (a) Stochastic acceleration consistent with stochastic heating (large phase slip).
(b) Stochastic acceleration with moderate phase slip. (c) Regular acceleration,
characterized by insensitivity to initial conditions, small phase slip, and high peak energy.
the motion of an electron exhibits stochasticity as t → ∞, but whether the hallmarks of
stochasticity are observable over a propagation distance corresponding to the shelf length.
For the range of initial conditions we consider in our model, electrons slip anywhere from
more than one hundred to less than one period in the co-propagating laser over the shelf
length. For electrons which slip by hundreds of laser periods in phase, the usual stochastic
heating picture is clearly applicable (e.g. for the trajectories in Figure 5a). However, there
are also electrons which slip by only tens of periods over the shelf length and do not have
sufficient time to sample the broad range in phase space that is typically associated with
stochastic heating, but do still exhibit sensitive dependence on initial conditions (e.g. Figure
5b). We deem both of these types of electrons "stochastic" because of the presence of
hallmarks of stochasticity, e.g. the divergence of neighboring orbits signified by the sensitive
dependence on initial conditions shown in Figures 5a and 5b, and to contrast them with
"regular" electrons whose trajectories do not depend sensitively on the initial conditions,
slip in phase by at most a few laser periods over the shelf length, and may obtain higher
peak energy (e.g. Figure 5c).
We now examine which initial conditions produce stochastic vs regular acceleration and
which regime produces the highest electron energy. When the electron has initial forward
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FIG. 6: Evaluation of electron trajectories in counter-propagating lasers at the time when
γ is maximum, scanning over the initial laser phases φ1 and φ2, with initial longitudinal
momentum px,0/mc = 10 and transverse momentum py,0/mc = 5. (a) Maximum γ-factor
and (b) phase slip of the electron in the +x-propagating laser when the maximum γ
occurs. The sensitivity to initial conditions characterizing stochastic acceleration is clearly
visible in (b) for φ1 & 0, φ2 . 0. By comparison, the regular regime, which includes most
of φ2 > 0, produces higher maximum energy with smaller phase slip.
momentum px,0/mc . a0 = 5, electron motion is stochastic for all initial choices of φ1,2.
For px,0/mc > a0, we observe that certain initial choices in φ1,2 produce stochastic behavior,
while others result in regular acceleration (for example, the four stochastic and two regular
trajectories shown in Figure 5).
For px,0/mc > a0, the stochastic and regular regimes are easy to identify in a scan over
the initial phases φ1 and φ2. Figure 6a shows the maximum γ-factor electrons achieve while
interacting with the counter-propagating lasers over 667 fs (equal to 200 laser cycles) for the
initial momentum conditions px,0/mc = 10, py,0/mc = 5. We see that for φ1 > 0 and φ2 < 0,
both the maximum γ and the phase the electron experiences in the co-propagating laser when
this maximum occurs (shown in Figure 6b) vary from pixel to pixel in our calculation (one
pixel corresponds to ∆φ/pi = 0.05), revealing the sensitive dependence on initial conditions
characteristic of the stochastic regime. By contrast, the maximum γ-factor and the phase
slip at maximum γ vary smoothly between pixels in the regular regime.
Figures 6a and 6b are consistent with our earlier single-trajectory observations for the
energy and phase slip (Figure 5). We see that the stochastic regime consistently corresponds
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FIG. 7: Evaluation of electron trajectories in counter-propagating lasers after propagation
over the shelf length (x = 50 µm), scanning over the initial laser phases φ1 and φ2, with
initial longitudinal momentum px,0/mc = 10 and transverse momentum py,0/mc = 5. (a)
γ-factor after propagation over the shelf length and (b) corresponding phase slip of the
electron in the +x-propagating laser. For these initial momentum conditions, the
maximum energy occurs before electrons cross the full shelf length, causing the highest
energy regular-accelerated electrons to slip more in the laser and consequently lose energy
compared to Figure 6.
to initial conditions which produce the maximum γ after more than one period of phase slip,
as in Figures 5a and 5b, whereas the regular regime produces the maximum γ with less than
one period of slip, as in Figure 5c. We also see that the regular regime is characterized by
higher maximum electron energy than the stochastic regime.
We ultimately seek to reproduce the observation from the PIC simulation that the highest
energy electrons slip by less than one laser period over the shelf length, so we also calculate
γ at x = 50 µm (the shelf length). γ at x = 50 µm and the phase slip electrons experience
up to this point are shown in Figures 7a and 7b, respectively. For the initial momentum
conditions chosen here, regular acceleration produces the highest energy electrons at x = 50
µm. However, these electrons achieve the maximum energy before traversing the whole shelf
length. By the time electrons reach x = 50 µm, they have slipped more in phase (Figure
7b) and consequently lost energy (Figure 7a) compared to the time when γ is maximum
(Figure 6). We therefore expect additional pre-acceleration to further reduce the phase slip
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and increase the electron energy at x = 50 µm.
We now repeat our scan over the starting φ1,2 for different values of px,0 and py,0 to probe
the effects of pre-acceleration and determine the conditions under which regular acceleration
can produce higher electron energy than stochastic acceleration. Figure 8a shows the maxi-
mum γ-factor obtained after propagation over the shelf length, and was compiled using over
40,000 electron trajectories (∆φ = 0.1 for the scan over φ1,2). For px,0/mc & a0 = 5, the
maximum achievable γ-factor corresponds to small (∆ξ/2pi . 0.5) phase slip at x = 50 µm
which is not sensitive to the initial conditions (based on Figure 8b). Therefore, we conclude
that above this threshold the maximum energy an electron can obtain corresponds to regular
acceleration.
We also see from Figure 8b that achieving a phase slip of less than one laser period over
the shelf length for our range of initial py,0 requires px,0/mc & 15, which is comparable to our
initial estimate from Section 4 requiring γ & 25. The maximum achievable electron energy
increases substantially as we pass this threshold (to the right of the ∆ξ/2pi = 1 phase slip
contour of Figure 8a). We therefore conclude that the highest electron energy is achieved
by regular acceleration with a phase slip of less than one laser period and that this requires
pre-acceleration to px,0/mc & 15.
We now revisit the 1D PIC simulation results in the context of our counter-propagating
DLA model. The highest energy electrons in the PIC simulation have DLA-dominated
energy gain (Figures 3a and 3b) and slip by less than one period in the forward-propagating
laser over the shelf length, as in Figure 4. This is consistent with our observation from
the model that the highest energy electrons are produced by regular acceleration rather
than stochastic heating, with a phase slip of less than one laser period. The model further
confirms that achieving the highest electron energies requires pre-acceleration, in agreement
with the PIC simulation result that higher final electron energy is associated with higher
pre-acceleration by backward DLA (Figure 2a).
By comparison, the initial backward acceleration is characterized by lower electron en-
ergy than the final forward acceleration (Figure 2b) and backward-accelerating electrons
slip by several periods in phase in the reflected component of the laser over the shelf length,
indicating there may be a fundamental difference between the backward and forward DLA
stages. The initial backward propagation begins with substantially smaller initial momen-
tum, corresponding to ejection from the oscillating wall surface (|px|/mc ∼ 8), followed by
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FIG. 8: Highest energy electron trajectories in counter-propagating lasers evaluated after
after propagation over the shelf length (x = 50 µm) for a range of initial longitudinal (px,0)
and transverse (py,0) momenta. Each pixel is represents the highest trajectory from a scan
over the initial phases φ1,2 (as performed in Figure 7). (a) Maximum achievable γ-factor at
x = 50 µm and (b) corresponding phase slip in the +x-propagating laser for different
starting momenta. Black contours on both (a) and (b) indicate the phase slip in periods.
For px,0/mc & 5, the optimal energy gain conditions correspond to regular acceleration.
The energy is highest when the electron does not slip out of the accelerating phase over the
shelf length (phase slip . 0.5 period), which requires pre-acceleration px,0/mc & 15.
energy gain and loss in the electrostatic potential (up to |e|∆Φ/mc2 ∼ 15). While the lon-
gitudinal momentum electrons have leaving the wall is potentially enough to enable regular
acceleration per our counter-propagating DLA model, and subsequent acceleration by the
electrostatic potential will improve the dephasing rate, we see from the PIC simulation that
overall the longitudinal momentum of backward-moving electrons is insufficient to prevent
phase slip over the shelf length. Even if the backward acceleration is in the regular regime,
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the electron lacks sufficient pre-acceleration to access the high energy, minimal phase slip
regime of Figure 8a during backward motion.
However, it is also possible that the backward acceleration process is predominantly
stochastic. The maximum backward energy gain from stochastic heating we observe in our
model of DLA with counter-propagating lasers in vacuum isWy/mc
2 ∼ 50 and is comparable
to the average backward work done on high energy electrons in the PIC simulation (Figure
2a). It is possible that our model for DLA in vacuum underestimates the peak energy
available from stochastic heating by neglecting, for instance, the effect of the longitudinal
electric field present in the PIC simulation on backward-propagating electrons (the depth of
the potential well is small compared to the total energy for forward-propagating electrons).
The periods of rapid phase slip typical of the backward acceleration in which the electron
gains and loses energy rapidly by DLA (e.g. Figure 4) and the lack of correlation between
the maximum backward work done by the laser and the maximum backward work done
by the longitudinal electric field suggest the backward acceleration process itself is likely
stochastic on the whole for the majority of electrons.
7. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We investigated the production of high energy electrons from the interaction of a rela-
tivistically intense picosecond laser pulse with a shelf-wall ion density profile representative
of the preplasma profile produced by picosecond pulses impinging on solid density targets.
The goal of this work was to explain the single-bounce, minimal phase slip direct laser
acceleration of electrons observed in a regime where existing explanations (for example, Ref-
erences [21, 25, 33, 40, 41]) did not apply. We conducted a 1D PIC simulation with immobile
ions with a temporally semi-infinite relativistically intense laser pulse to isolate the effect
of the shelf and wall ion density profile on electron heating. We followed up on the simu-
lation results with an analytic estimate for the phase slip of an electron in the presence of
counter-propagating lasers, which we further confirmed by calculating electron trajectories
in counter-propagating laser pulses in vacuum.
In the 1D PIC simulation, we observed:
• Electron acceleration follows a single-bounce trajectory, consisting of initial extraction
from the high-density wall, backward propagation through the underdense ion shelf,
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reflection by the electrostatic potential in the vacuum region, and forward propagation
through the shelf.
• The incident laser pulse is strongly reflected from the solid density wall, setting up a
transverse electric field composed of counter-propagating pulses.
• The peak (forward-directed) electron energy exceeds 75 MeV from a 50 µm shelf with
normalized vector potential a0 = 5.
• An energy accounting shows the energy gain is strongly dominated by direct laser
acceleration during both the forward and backward propagation stages.
• The final forward acceleration stage exhibits DLA with electrons slipping by less than
one laser period in the phase they experience in the forward propagating laser.
• Electrons with higher final energy were on average pre-accelerated more strongly via
DLA during the backward propagation.
Based on our subsequent analysis, we conclude:
• The observed sub-period phase slip during the forward acceleration of high energy
electrons indicates the electrons are pre-accelerated prior to the end of the electron
bounce.
• Pre-acceleration can lead to non-stochastic, regular-appearing electron motion in
counter-propagating electron pulses.
• The regular regime delivers higher maximum electron energy than stochastic heating.
Furthermore, pre-acceleration increases the energy gain by preventing the electron
from slipping out of the accelerating phase of the co-propagating laser.
• In the PIC simulation, pre-acceleration is predominantly delivered by DLA in the
reflected component of the laser pulse during backward motion. This backward DLA
is likely stochastic.
• In contrast, the forward acceleration of high energy electrons appears regular in na-
ture and likely has sufficient pre-acceleration to exceed the energy gain possible from
stochastic heating.
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The intent of this work is to provide a framework for future analysis. Several important as-
pects of the physics of picosecond laser-solid interaction have been excluded from this study.
We have conducted a 1D simulation with immobile ions and a temporally semi-infinite laser
pulse. The 1D geometry is most applicable to conditions under which the preplasma shelf is
short compared to its longitudinal extent, as may be produced by the large focal spot size
available from high-power laser facilities including LFEX [28], LMJ-PETAL [29], NIF ARC
[30], and OMEGA EP [31]. Ion immobility is most applicable when the ion shelf evolves
slowly, for instance in the case of multipicosecond pulses incident on materials with heavy
ions. We also note that 1D geometry and ion immobility may artificially suppress laser
absorption at the wall surface [27, 32]. While the electron acceleration process described
here is still conceptually valid with a weaker backward-propagating reflected pulse – pro-
vided the stochastic backward acceleration can still deliver the (reduced) pre-acceleration
needed to enable regular forward acceleration – the dominance of this mechanism should
be investigated in systems with stronger absorption. We also highlight that the required
backward pre-acceleration to enable high energy forward regular acceleration is dependent
on the shelf length and systems with different shelf length or significant time variation of the
shelf size will likely produce different results. It may be possible to optimize the preplasma
for electron heating in this regime. Experimentally, one could consider using one laser pulse
to generate the preplasma and begin the shelf formation and another to perform electron
acceleration, similar to the work of Reference [43].
Finally, we note that our analysis of electron motion in counter-propagating pulses, on
which basis we have established that pre-acceleration can deliver high electron energy via
regular acceleration, assumes that the phases at which electrons are effectively re-injected
into the counter-propagating lasers following the particle bounce are randomized during the
bounce process. However, if the electric field is sufficiently strong, the electrostatic potential
appears as a hard wall and the electron phases are not randomized, which could in principle
result in electrons never being injected into a favorable phase for regular acceleration. This
analysis, as well as an analysis of the conditions under which stochastic heating may occur
during the bounce itself, will be the subject of a follow-up publication.
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